Henri Lefebvre's Conceptualization of Space
Henri Lefebvre maintains in his groundbreaking exposition of the production of space that "formerly each society to which history gave rise within the framework of a particular mode of production, and which bore the stamp of that mode of production's inherent characteristics, shaped its own space." 1 Lefebvre's exposition primarily rests on Marxism (commodity, labor, class conflict, etc), prioritizes the power of production, and illustrates a top-down (mode of production -spatial arrangement) constitutive mode of space. In this top-down spatiological model, Lefebvre divides social space into three subcategories: spatial practice, representations of space, and representational spaces, and tries to link the triadic spatial system with subjects by shifting his focus to the body and its multiple relations with space. He thus offers a "perceived-conceived-lived" triad of concepts in his discussion of space, which correspond respectively in spatial terms: spatial practice, representations of space, and representational spaces.
2 Lefebvre elaborates: "That the lived, conceived and perceived realms should be interconnected, so that the 'subject', the individual member of a given social group, may move from one to another without confusion -so much is a logical necessity." 3 This approach enriches his previous top-down, production-oriented spatial system with psychological and aesthetical dimensions, and softens the rigidity and violence of the space that is dominated and inscribed by various discourses with dynamic spaces of appropriation and internalization.
The notions that bodies are spatialized entities, and that spaces and bodies mutually (re)produce one another are not new. Analyzing the policed boundaries of body caused both by brute action against individual bodies (e.g., imprisonment) and by the common social norms underpinning those actions, Michel Foucault maintains that bodies become the nexus at which power is produced through activation and resistance. 4 Michel de Certeau considers space as both the constitutive medium of embodiment and as something constituted by bodily practices. 5 The inscribability and trangressability of both space and bodies foreground their very nature of being narratives. Derrida's notion of the rhetoricity of all texts characterizes the sphere of space, which is, unarguably, also a certain kind of text. 6 In the filmic representations of Beijing that this chapter examines, we will see there is no lack of metaphors and rhetoric of Beijing, and of (re)inscribed bodies in this space that manage to retain, react to, and act upon their "being-inscribed" state. Lefebvre's most important contribution to the study of space is his linkage of the previous models with Marxism, highlighting the significance of economic factor that resonates with the process of globalization.
When discussing social space, Lefebvre refers to Marx's identification of "things/not-things" and adopts Marx's analysis of things as "ideological objects" into his interpretation of social space. Lefebvre explains: "This space qualifies as a 'thing/not-thing', for it is neither a substantial reality nor a mental reality, it cannot be resolved into abstractions, and it consists neither of a collection of things in space nor an ensemble of things related to space, it has an actuality other than that of abstract signs and real things which it includes." 7 Lefebvre's approach innovatively links the realm of capitalist economy with that of social space, and broadens its subject from the strictly defined "things qua commodities" to a more dynamic spatial actuality. As global capitalism and spatiology are indispensable to globalization, the torrent between things and not-things described by Lefebvre echoes that between the global and the local.
Using this "thing/not-thing" quality to analyze the process of globalization, we see that along with the process of global capitalism, the space of "not-things" (the abstract space fraught with discourses, ideological, political, and institutional powers) becomes subordinate to the space of "things," be they commodities or non-commodities; while the space of "non-commodities" becomes subordinate to the space of "commodities." Examples that testify to these tendencies are plenty: political powers across the globe tend to prioritize if not serve economic developments (for lack of any successful alternative, capitalist economy seems to be the only possibility); cultural and historical legacies are universally threatened with devastation; natural space on a global scale is invaded for commercial purposes; individuals, groups, or nations are threatened by the potential if not already actual danger of loss of identity (the increasing impossibility for subjects to live out of the categories of laborer and consumer). We will observe later in the chapter that "thing/ not-thing" is a useful framework with which to analyze the tangled relations between economic development and urban space under the discourse of globalization in contemporary China as depicted in several contemporary films.
The Chinese Twist on Lefebvre's Space Theory
Although the movement from "production of things" to "production of space," 8 as suggested by Lefebvre, is applicable to most capitalist countries, China is a special case. In contemporary China, the production of space, which fosters marketization and urbanization, is not initiated by a certain mode of production as one expects to find in capitalist countries. Before Deng Xiaoping's policy of "Reforms and Openness" (gaige kaifang) since 1978, China was an isolated country with a socialist planned economy. It was a political and administrative decision of China's government to designate Shenzhen, Zhuhai, and some other cities as Special Economic Zones (SEZs) in the early 1980s after observing the economic prosperity brought by the capitalist economic system in the West. The government experiments with market economy and privatization in SEZs and gives them special economic policies and flexible governmental measures to facilitate business operations. In other words, the "production of space" in the SEZs is initiated by the government to nurture a mode of production (the production of things), not the other way around. The economic success of these SEZs made the government open up first the coastal cities and then major inland cities to foreign investment, and promote marketization and privatization on a national scale.
The reversed order of movement from production of space to that of things is caused by China's special situation. As we all know, China has a long history of feudalism, a well-developed political system that dictated the production of space and things. In the ancient classification of Chinese citizens into four categories -"shi (officials, scholars) nong (peasants) gong (craftsmen) shang (businessmen)" -shi ranks the first, while shang is the last. As the social order of these categories was rooted in the Confucian emphasis on ethnics, shi, who possessed the most cultural and ethnic capital, enjoyed enormous privileges over the other three categories and constituted the feudal government, which exercised its power over the production of space with the help of its army. This production and maintenance of space by the feudal government not only stabilized the feudal system, but also guaranteed sustainable production. The capitalist mode of production emerged in China in the sixteenth century, the late Ming Dynasty, but it failed to become a dominant mode of production and thus never had the power to produce corresponding spaces to facilitate its development.
After the establishment of the People's Republic of China, political space once again became dominant, dictating, coordinating, and penetrating all other spaces -including the space of the country's planned economy -and making them its subsidiaries. Deng's famous slogan, "Development is the key" (fazhan caishi yingdaoli) evolved from the never-admitted realization that the spaces in China, produced out of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Zedong thought, can generate and foster neither an efficient mode of production, nor a keen awareness of the global context in which China has positioned itself. Just as Liu Kang remarks, "Globalization is not simply a new international or global conceptual framework by which China's changes can be understood. Rather, it is both a historical condition in which China's gaige kaifang [reforms and openness] has unfolded and a set of values or ideologies by which China and the rest of the globe are judged." 9 The policy of gaige kaifang targets the economic sphere. It has reconfigured spaces to initiate, spur, and spread a single mode of production: capitalist economy. Obviously, the Chinese Communist Party wants to maintain its political, cultural, and ideological stability, while at the same time it is adapting its economic systems to the international economic system, which could bring in foreign capital and employment opportunities for the local laborers. The paradox of an ideology generating certain spaces and a mode of production that is opposite to its tenets reveals the shifting nature of the leading party under the inescapable impact of global capitalism. Nevertheless, the changes in the economic field inevitably affect and reshape the contours of ideology and local culture. When marketization and privatization take control of the mode of production in China, it inevitably produces spaces that facilitate that mode of production.
As the government has already taken the initiative by redefining spaces to reshape the mode of production, the subsequent spatial changes accelerated by the production of things have been manifested even more dramatically and arbitrarily. If China was under the supervision of ideological powers from its establishment in 1949 to the 1970s, then contemporary China is operated by economic forces, which dictate the ordering of the other dimensions such as ideology and culture. Succinctly put, the national priority of economic development instigated China's willingness to join the discourse of globalization, and its economic development is a natural product of this motivation, arguably at the expense of its culture and ideology.
China's enormous economic success has justified the mode of production (socialist market economy with Chinese characteristics) that the government fostered by reforming social spaces. The discrepancies between the country's institutions and its institutionalized spaces have been glossed over by its economic success and unprecedented consumption. In the Post-New Era (hou xin shiqi), a term used to refer to the period since 1989, 10 Chinese society has been cautiously diverting its attention from politics to economic development. Spurred by the slogan "Development is the key" and the promotion of the idea of "allowing a group of people to get rich first," the Chinese people are being driven single-mindedly to pursue material gains, bypassing or ignoring ambiguous political and ideological issues. The teleology of developmentalism has created an enormous disparity between rich and poor, uneven geographical development, corruption, crime, and instability, aside from severe moral and spiritual degradation. People are left to their own resources to survive materially and spiritually in China's turbulent climate of modernization and globalization.
The visual aspects of Chinese people's daily lives have undergone dramatic changes in the wake of China's marketization, urbanization, and globalization. These processes have radically transformed China's cities, wiping out their traditional architecture, erasing valuable cultural heritage, and replacing it with glamorous skyscrapers. People who occupy this transforming urban space also transform themselves. One can easily spot cool Western looks on the streets of big Chinese cities. Chinese urban youth are often seen in Starbucks with laptops and iPods, just like their counterparts in the West. Innumerable migrations (mingong) constitute another significant aspect of the monstrously attractive modern cityscape.
The cityscape has reshaped human relationships: the cozy and familiar sense of community has been supplanted by the coldness and indifference of (post) modernity. People are less tied to their birthplaces, but move around, usually from the countryside to the city, from inland to the coast, and from small town to metropolis in search of a more prosperous future. In China, mobility is necessary for survival. Only a few privileged Chinese citizens enjoy mobility for recreational purposes, although travel and the status of what Aihwa Ong has called "flexible citizenship" are now popular among the middle and upper classes. 11 The majority has to cope with the limited mobility imposed on them by China's governmentfueled marketization and globalization and their relationship with place has become less ontological and more semiotic.
Filmic Representation of Contemporary Beijing
The emerging and expanding metropolis in China has become the representative locale where the conflicts and congruencies of globalization and localization, Western and indigenous culture, and (post)modernity and convention are ostensibly staged. Many Chinese domestic films are set against such a glamorous space, and reflect upon its significance by visually and linguistically reshaping and redefining human relationships and socio-cultural values. By exploring four contemporary Chinese films, I examine the reconfiguration of space in contemporary China and the intricate relations of space within the framework of globalization.
Shower: A Nostalgia Fantasy of Disappearing Hutong Culture
Zhang Yang's Shower, well received both in China and abroad, is full of detailed cultural codes. Numerous scenes subtly present the contrast between the traditional and the modern, in terms of space, subjectivity, and interpersonal relationships. The shock of the futuristic opening scene in which we see someone using a "body washer" (an automatic shower machine) is contrasted instantly with a traditional bathhouse (owned by Master Liu) where men of all ages enjoy hot baths, massages, fire cupping treatments, pedicures, and intimate social interactions. With the arrival of Da Ming (Master Liu's elder son) from Shenzhen, a special economic zone in China, we observe the juxtaposition of the intimacy of the traditional community of Master Liu and Er Ming (Master Liu's second son, who is mentally retarded) with the estrangement embedded in Da Ming's relationship with his relatives and acquaintances.
In the film, place and location are tied to people's identity, shaping and regulating people's relationships. The traditional bathhouse is not only a place to become clean, but also a social place where neighbors gather, exchange news, help and entertain each other. It is a relaxing and healing place where a troubled marriage is rejuvenated (He Zeng and Wang Fang's marriage is saved by the "Mandarin Duck bath" arranged by Master Liu), and where suppressed talent is unveiled (Miao Zhuang can sing "O Solo Mio" only when water is pouring down on him). Though the bathhouse is old and in desperate need of repair, Master Liu and Er Ming find meaning and the pleasures of life in their daily ritual. Their enjoyment is subtly and humorously conveyed through the small tricks they play on each other in their daily chores. Although Er Ming is mentally retarded, his close relationship with Master Liu is contrasted sharply with the formality between the Master Liu and Da Ming. Both Master Liu and Er Ming belong to the bathhouse, where people care more about each other than about money; Da Ming belongs to Shenzhen, where money defines everything including interpersonal relationships.
The complicated attitude of local dwellers toward the old houses in the back alley is revealed by Master Liu's words to Da Ming on the roof of the bathhouse after repairing it one rainy night: "These houses are like old people. No matter how hard you try to fix them up, they're still old. But they're special. This is where I've spent my life." (Figure 10 .1). Master Liu knows that these old neighborhood houses will be torn down sooner or later, just as he himself will die. His words to Da Ming, not only the modern "intruder" but also Master Liu's heir, reveal his deep awareness and calm acceptance of social development. Nevertheless the downplayed meditating tone of the roof scene set against a pink morning sky intensifies the immeasurable loss of culture and memory in the processes of China's modernization and globalization in a seemingly casual and trivialized detail.
With the tearing down of the old facilities in Beijing, the local people suffer from the loss of memories, communal customs, and genuine interpersonal connections. The harmony of the traditional bathhouse of Shower has been destroyed, and replaced by multilayered displacement on the level of culture, as well as individual psychology and temporality. As Sheldon H. Lu has insightfully pointed out, "Chai (demolition) is the very theme of much contemporary Chinese visual art. It points not only to the physical demolition of the old cityscape, but more profoundly to the symbolic and psychological destruction of the social fabric of families and neighborhoods."
12 What comes with the demolition of old architecture is a rationale rooted in developmentalism, the remoteness and coldness of which is hinted at in the scene in which Er Ming is tackled by three hospital attendants when Da Ming attempts to send him to the mental hospital after Master Liu's death. Though institutionalization and modernization can be degrading and impersonal, the fact that everybody in the neighborhood, no matter how reluctant, agrees to move shows that economic development is irreversible.
Lefebvre maintains that:
Today everything that derives from history and from historical time must undergo a test. Neither "culture" nor the "consciousness" of peoples, groups or even individuals can escape the loss of identity that is now added to all other besetting terms … Ideas, representations or values which do not succeed in making a mark on space, and thus generating (or producing) an appropriate morphology, will lose all pith and become mere signs, resolve themselves into abstract descriptions, or mutate into fantasies.
13
Unfortunately, Shower is a "fantasy" that "offers a nostalgic look at a bygone way of life."
14 Because some of the local cultures and customs of Beijing displayed in the film had virtually disappeared by the time the film was made, some have criticized Zhang Yang for showcasing an "imaginary" local culture to appeal to the Western gaze. This criticism of Zhang's self-Orientalism is valid to a certain extent, as the globalized Western countries do eagerly seek heterogeneity and diversity to counterbalance their keenly felt homogenization.
15 Nevertheless, Zhang argued that he wanted to arouse the audience's awareness of and concern for the cultural loss associated with China's economic progress. He insists that he made the film not for film festivals, but for the Chinese, with attention to the relationships and feelings close to Chinese people's lives. 16 Numerous viewers' responses online testify that the film's international appeal rests in its subtle and nostalgic treatment of interpersonal relationships, not in its "exhibition" of indigenous cultures.
In other words, Shower successfully represents a social space, which, to use Lefebvre's words, qualifies as "'thing/not-thing." As Lefebvre claims, "Theory has shown that no space disappears completely, or is utterly abolished in the course of the process of social development -not even the natural place where that process began. 'Something' always survives or endures -'something' that is not a thing."
17
Though the film is focused on disappearing (if not already gone), nuanced, and region-specific culture, it has been welcomed both domestically and internationally. Its extremely positive reception testifies that the represented conventional space on screen has not yet disappeared completely. Something not only survives the ruthless process of modernization but also comes back to haunt us. Despite the different orientations of Zhang Yang and those international-festival-minded Chinese filmmakers, they surprisingly reach the same target, which is reminiscent of what Sheldon H. Lu has pointed out: "The transformation of a new sensory economy in contemporary Chinese cultural production, through what some critics have termed the 'post-material' condition, is concomitant with the destruction of old spatial forms and the reconstruction of new cities."
18
Stepping out of this marketized mindset of the argument on the film, we approach the complex relations among space, culture, and subject. Bathhouse (zaotang) and hutong (traditional alleyways) designate special spaces, different from private showers in individual homes and modern districts of apartment complexes. In bathhouses, one socializes in the nude with people whom one has usually known for decades. There is no modern equivalent of such spaces. Physical exposure, which belongs primarily to private or commercial spaces in the modern world, is naturally integrated into this semi-public space (bathhouse) where intimacy and formality are fused into an expected coziness. This space has an ambiguous color, and functions as a meeting place of the public and the private.
The buffering effect that these traditional spaces offer is different from those offered by such modern facilities and architectures as theme parks and shopping malls. The former is closely tied to people's everyday lives: people go to the bathhouses to clean, refresh, and entertain themselves; residents in hutongs smell and taste each others' meals and exchange help and favors. In contrast, the latter stands more separately from daily life: people take vacations and shop or "getaway" on weekends. The fake impression given by the internet of progressively more transparent relations between the public and the private (the publicizing of private spaces and privatizing of public spaces) can hardly penetrate the inertia and isolation of real spaces, and thus remains primarily in the imaginary virtual world. The demolition, reformation, and symbolization of these traditional spaces unavoidably change, reduce, and erase their subjects' practices within these spaces, and the residue of history and culture embedded in these spaces. The "fantastic" space represented in Shower thus presents a "third" space, which is differentiated and estranged from both the traditional space and the modern space, and projects a resistant space on screen to recollect the past while questioning and challenging the present and the future.
Analyzing a flashback sequence of trading grain for water in Shower which links the father with water, Lu keenly observes:
The self-conscious evocation of Yellow Earth wraps up and inverts fifteen years of New Chinese Cinema (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) , not by dismissing the Chinese father as a backward figure in the nation's quest for modernity but rather by returning to him as the root of harmony and life much needed in the time of mindless commercialization and globalization.
19
If the Fifth Generation films have been preoccupied by vast rural areas and obsessed by a rebellious desire to overthrow the patriarchic figure of the "father" as a representation of "historical and cultural reflection" (lishi fansi, wenhua fansi) in the 1980s, then contemporary urban films refocus on the city, a fixed center which is surrounded by and privileged over peripheral areas, and which constitutes a hub in the global network. The "father" figure, present in or absent from contemporary urban cinema, has been inscribed with new meanings and intimately linked to space. In Shower, the father is closely associated with the bathhouse, which symbolizes the essence of China's traditional culture, and the father's death coincides with the demolition of the place. In the other three films, the patriarchic power has been disseminated in the urban space, which exercises omnipotent powers over its inhabitants.
Beijing Bicycle: Sacrificed Youth in the Heat of Concrete Buildings
The same juxtaposition of traditional and modern architecture also appears in Wang Xiaoshuai's Beijing Bicycle. Though this film depicts a confusing cityscape, the marks of modernity and commercialization are evident and aggressive. Hutong, as a form of space, becomes the embodiment of certain feelings. It marks out a private sphere, be it that of an individual, a family, or a neighborhood, confronting the outside -the Other: the modern and the unfamiliar.
Beijing Bicycle unfolds with the juxtaposition and intertwining of the lives of two teenage protagonists, Gui and Jian. Despite their obvious differences in class, fate, and background, both of them live in back alleys (Gui lives with his countryman, and Jian lives with his reassembled family) and their fates are linked by a bicycle, the once indispensable mode of transportation in Beijing, now a luxury boundary-setting symbol for urban youth. For most Beijing residents, owning a car has become a symbol of success. The busy modern street scene delivered in dazzling light with fast tempo is represented in the film as an alien "Other" to both Gui and Jian, whose lives are rooted in hutongs and entangled with a bicycle.
For Jian, a Beijing teenager, the fast-changing landscape and the prosperity of the city have nothing to do with him. Though this city is his birthplace, he is estranged, if not excluded, from its development and construction, physically and spiritually. He frequents deserted construction sites where he practices his bicycle skills with his friends and glimpses the busy swelling city from afar. He has no personal space at home either, where he shares a tiny room with his stepsister whom his father favors. He seeks refuge in courtyards and on rooftops. Scrutinizing the ambiguous relations between the conventional and yet still dominant rhetoric of improving one's suzhi (quality) through education and the inevitable early commodity envy caused by surging consumerism in contemporary China, Gary Xu points out in his analysis of this film that, "Early commodity envy is normally integrated in the image of improved and desirable suzhi when the commodity assumes transnational symbolic power, which, together with China's traditional valuation of education, disguises the fact that the body of the urban single child is as much an object of exploitation as that of the migrant laborer."
20
The tyrannical, exploitative power of urban space exerts its power more cruelly on Gui, a migrant from the countryside, who is exposed to a living space that is completely different from that of his ancestors. His longing for the city is mixed and complicated by the desperation caused by discrimination, exploitation, and sometimes abuse of migrants. There are many scenes in the film in which we observe the urbanite treating Gui as a disposable being. The secretary at the Feida company where Gui works always talks to him in demanding tones and forces him to work one extra day beyond the limit of the agreed contract to obtain the bike. The hotel frontdesk attendant would even detain Gui because of a misunderstanding for which she is partially responsible. Gui's innocence and stubbornness are juxtaposed against the caustic indifference and violence of the city. The silent trauma is stunningly depicted in the final scene in which the heavily bruised Gui swaggers through the crowded streets shouldering his damaged and yet finally owned bicycle (Figure 10 .2). Urban space, once again, plays the role of the patriarchic power, dehumanizing people. For Gui, the fantastic city scenes can only be glimpsed from far away as an invisible person. There are several voyeuristic scenes in which Gui and his countryman peep at a woman (played by Zhou Xun) who constantly changes her clothes and poses before the mirror in a big apartment. They later discover that this woman is only a maid in the household and comes from the countryside. This discovery informs the two men that the modern erotic urban body they gaze upon is actually a fake one. This, as Gary Xu has pointed out, reveals "the pure arbitrariness" of such an urban-rural divide, which is based on status symbols such as clothing.
21
The irony also, in many aspects, echoes the central theme in the film: the fakeness of the city's superficial prosperity and the oppressive nature of the new mode of production, which is embodied by the imported Fordism operating as the guiding principle for the express company for which Gui works.
In Beijing Bicycle, we see modernity exerting its power on an economic level. The government-sponsored developmentalism has generated a process of commercialization of space which seems to exert, on the one hand, an integrating power, motivating people to work and giving people hope, and on the other, an excluding, if not expelling, effect, trashing and destroying people's dreams and values. Dictated by economic forces, "place" is gradually stripped of its cultural and historical significances and becomes a monster with its own subjectivity. People who inhabit the space become marginalized and objectified by the "reformed" urban space.
The World: A Tale of the "Forbidden" Global Village
Set against the backdrop of globalization and China's commercialization, Jia Zhangke's The World meditates on the ironic and superficial relations among space, subject, culture, and identity. The word "place" in The World is devoid of its physical meaning. Place is no longer attached to any specific piece of soil, but assumes a more abstract, symbolic, and virtual significance. This significance heads toward a spectacular global sphere at the expense of specific historical or cultural depth. This tendency comes with China's shift from an agricultural economy to industry and information technology. The significance of place rests on its position as a nexus in a global network. The sense of substantiality associated with the word has been trivialized, and "place" has been supplanted by the multi-dimensional word "space," which can somehow penetrate the limits of place and time and create a space with more independence. "Real place" (the physical existence of location) has been turned into a stage (to represent) and a storage (to contain), both of which functions are captured by such a structure as the shopping mall, a representation of artificial culture and a container of conditioned subjects. This phenomenon exemplifies the irony that Arif Dirlik observes: "The very effort to manipulate places in the marketing of commodities and images is responsible also for the renewed awareness of places." 22 This irony has been captured and illustrated by Jia Zhangke's The World.
"The World" is actually the name of a theme park in Beijing, which exhibits scale replicas of landmarks from around the globe. "The World" is also a container of migrant laborers newly arrived from the interior to serve in the park. The Beijing marked by the World Park and populated by rural laborers obviously has nothing to do with the old Beijing, which housed characters such as those in Lao She's Teahouse (Cha guan) or Camel Xiangzi (Luotuo Xiangzi). The protagonists in the film, Zhao Tao and her boyfriend Taisheng, like many other characters, are not born in Beijing but come from Shanxi to seek opportunities. In their daily practices, they reshape and are reshaped by the space. As subjects, they experience a double displacement in the park: they move from the countryside to Beijing where they are surrounded, not by an urban Chinese culture, but by a fake and inaccessible global micro-environment.
The discrepancy between space and subject is evident in the beginning sequence of the film in which the camera follows the fully costumed Zhao Tao wandering in the showgirls' shabby and crowded dormitory and dressing room. The scene cuts directly to a glamorous show performed by these girls and then suddenly back to their quiet underground living space. The contrast of places reveals the temporal and commoditized nature of the subjects' presence. It also represents a collision of diverse dimensions of time: the migrant actor's psychological time, which is very much attuned to the temporal dimension in which he/she grew up; the time performed on stage -the representation of a historical spectacle of Mongolian culture following the latest Vegas-style act; and the stagnant real life time of these actors backstage.
These dimensions of time contradict and negotiate with each other. The psychological time of the subjects belongs to the past, which is conveyed by the lingering camera with a subdued sense of nostalgia. This past dimension is preserved by memory, manifested by habit, and challenged by the present. The present real live time is full of bleak darkness, which is meant to be endured temporarily, and which serves as a jumping board to the future. The only glamorous time is the fake time on stage. Regardless of the virtual nature of this staged time, it seems to be the only possible means of assisting the migrants to reach their dreams. The subjects in the film thus live in a gap of various temporal dimensions, neither in the past, the present, nor the future. It is a time in its own, constantly transforming process, which though thick with references to a vague future, belongs to no specific time zone.
This makes one think of David Harvey's contention that "progress entails the conquest of space, the tearing down of all spatial barriers and the ultimate 'annihilation of space through time.' The reduction of space to a contingent category is implied in the notion of progress itself."
23 It is a "progress of becoming, rather than being in space and place." 24 It is in this gap of multi-layered annihilation of space and time that the modern subjects are imprisoned. The spectacular cityscape of Beijing can be interpreted as a produced, commercialized space (using Henri Lefebvre's term 25 ) intended to disguise the government-promoted reproduction of the capitalist mode of production and to seduce people into the unshakable circle of commodity, consumption, and production.
The opening sequence is followed by another silent scene, in which the Eiffel Towel and other world-famous landmarks are clearly identifiable in the background. A hunchbacked Chinese beggar walks slowly into the screen from the left, shouldering a heavy parcel. This old man walks to the middle of the screen, stops, and then turns to face the camera. Although completely in shadow, the face, one can sense, is a haggard one, marked by age, bitterness, and struggle ( Figure  10. 3). The "authentic" old Chinese man in the foreground contrasts sharply with the "imported" landmarks of the world in the background. Both the old Chinese man and the landmarks, regardless of their fakeness, are in Beijing, a city that seems to be neither the old man's birthplace, nor the original site of the landmarks. The sense of displacement of both subject and object is thus silently conveyed in this scene with its subtle irony and strong visual contrast. World Park unmistakably expresses China's wish to go global by globalizing and monumentalizing its local space even if it is accompanied by cultural and humanistic loss. As Sheldon H. Lu points out, "World Park is a monument to China's imaginary integration into the world at large, but the characters from Shanxi province are not part of this brave new world. They are vagrant people at the margins of China's modernization."
26
Xiaotao and Taisheng come to Beijing to pursue a dream. Though the capital city exposes them to many fresh facets of life, most of which are under the glamour of commodification, the two are actually on their way to self-destruction. Taisheng, as a park policeman, becomes involved in illegal activities, and then has an affair with a married woman who is waiting in Beijing to rejoin her husband overseas. Xiaotao eventually learns of the affair. Until this point Xiaotao has withstood the adverse effects of Beijing and the World Park, but now, disillusioned by her boyfriend's disloyalty, she kills herself and Taisheng with leaked gas, or so it appears in the ambiguous ending of the film.
27
Urban phenomena such as adultery, work-related injuries and deaths, migrant laborers, petty gangsters, small-scale merchants, prostitutes, and showgirls all find their representations in the film. The dramatic turns of modern urban life upset the peacefulness and security the Chinese conventionally seek. Everyday life in contemporary Beijing is a drama on the concrete stage of the World Park, which stands as a miniature of the stage of the metropolis. Jia Zhangke shows us that the glorious high-rises of Beijing have been built at tremendous human and cultural cost. On the diverse stages presented in The World, though there are constant signs of the lack of governmental guidance and regulation, life's tragedies are, in general, downplayed and released in a subdued tragic tone. This kind of treatment also characterizes Jia Zhangke's other films, such as Platform (Zhantai, 2000) , Xiao Wu (Xiao Wu, 1997), and Unknown Pleasures (Ren Xiaoyao, 2002) . Nevertheless, the naturalistic acting and the subtle juxtapositions of the spectacular stage performances in the World Park with the bitterness of life in Beijing, intensify the silent suffering and invisible pain endured by Chinese people under China's modernization. Lu points out that "the miniature virtual world entraps its workers and is a mockery of globalization."
28 The film also represents a gendered space, subordinating female figures to the aggressive and masculine commercialization, globalization, and memorialization of space and reducing them to spectacles on the "global" stage, and to illegal sex workers. This sexualized and gendered space serves as a contrast to the previously degendered or gender-neutral Mao period, which is characterized very well by Mao Zedong's favorite proverb, "Women hold up half the sky."
29
To summarize, in The World the migrants are displaced people. The relationship between people and place in the film is temporal, opportunistic, commercial, and staged. On the one hand, they are "global" beings living in "globalized surroundings"; on the other hand, they are trapped in this fake, unreal "prison" of the World Park.
If we see a globalization of local specificities in The Shower, then in this film, we see a localization of the global where the significance of the local has been emptied out. The transaction between local and global conducted in The Shower is primarily on a cultural level (an imaginary visual space for the disappearing local culture and history), although economic development overpowers cultural needs at the end. In The World, we witness a more "mature" fusion of culture and economy, adopting Fredric Jameson's famous declaration, "the becoming cultural of the economic, and the becoming economic of the culture."
30 One notable point is that the "culture" that goes through the global economic filter, or that has been generated by that filter, is not the kind of "culture" that bears unique and irreplaceable tempo-geographic marks, but a commercialized culture. The immense reduplication capability of this kind of culture deprives its own dimension of temporality. Thereby in the theme park The World, a presumably cultural space, the transaction between the local and the global is conducted ironically on a practical or economic level with only a pseudo-global viewpoint and an ironic mimicry of misplaced minority shows which lack any specific cultural and historical depth or sincerity.
Cell Phone: The Intimate Foe of the Modern Being
Moving from The Shower to Beijing Bicycle and then to The World, we see that globalization and modernization have transformed space and subjects, and trivialized the significance of place. In Feng Xiaogang's Cell Phone, we continue to observe how the concepts of space and subject have been mobilized and redefined, and how the significance of location is trivialized by modern technology. Feng Xiaogang, the most popular commercial film director in China, is known for his series of highly acclaimed "New Year Celebration Movies." Cell Phone is extremely popular in China. At first sight, it seems to be a film about adultery. The underlying contrast between the traditional and the modern is, to a large degree, glossed over by the actors' hilarious acting. Nevertheless, we can trace the contrasts between the countryside and the fashionable modern places (such as luxurious hotels, or the protagonist's stylish home and office), between the literally unwired village and the wireless-phone-dominated city, and between the conventional community built on trust and mutual support and the modern casual relationships underlined by exchange value and deceit.
In Cell Phone, the complex relationships between men and women unfold in connection with cell phones. Arjun Appadurai points out that "electronic media give a new twist to the environment within which the modern and the global often appear as flip sides of the same coin. Always carrying the sense of distance between viewer and event, these media nevertheless compel the transformation of everyday discourse." 31 The cell phone, the most popular communication tool in contemporary urban China, transcends spatial constraints, mediates between the private and the public, and sparks numerous stories between men and women. It can both hide and reveal the protagonist's identity, and has become a symbol of the commercialization of interpersonal relations.
In the film, Yan Shouyi, the male protagonist, though not handsome, is very popular as he is at the zenith of his career. He has the power to recommend people for TV programs, and the money to own a car and a luxurious apartment -a living standard that can only be enjoyed by members of the upper class. In other words, he is a very successful migrant in Beijing. In contrast to the name of his TV talk show, Youyi Shuoyi (Speak your mind), Yan is deceitful in real life. He manipulates his cell phone to conceal his affairs: he takes out the batteries from his phone to make certain he "cannot be reached," using excuses like being in a meeting to cover his dates with other women; he often speaks as if the connection is bad and he is unable to hear the callers' voices; he changes his cell phone's mode to vibrate when he does not want to pick up his lover's call in the presence of his wife. All these scenes are delivered in such a humorous yet realistic tone that no audience can miss the underlying sarcasm.
Yan's splendid performance, nevertheless, demonstrates his subordination to his phone. No matter where he is, his lover can always intrude through his cell phone. His cell phone helps him hide his identity, but it is also ready to reveal his secrets at any time. He has only temporary power over his cell phone, while his cell phone always relays his lies back to him and, in the end, punishes him.
A remarkable example of the power struggle between Yan and his cell phone takes place when Yan, Shen Xue (Yan's wife), and Fei Mo (Yan's colleague) are getting their feet massaged. In this scene, Hu Yue (Yan's lover) calls. First, she sends Yan a text message informing him that she is in the same hotel room in the city of Qingdao where they once stayed together, and scolds him for lying to her. Upon receiving this, Yan deletes the message, switches the phone to vibrate mode, and then, after glancing at Shen Xue who is watching from a distance, declares that the next day has a fifty percent chance of rain. Shen Xue, who is obviously less complex than Yan, accepts this explanation (in China, one receives the weather forecast daily from one's cell phone or pager), and asks whether she should bring an umbrella. Fei Mo, who knows all Yan's secrets, answers yes, since nobody knows when it will rain. This answer alludes to the likelihood that Yan's relationship with Shen Xue will sooner or later be affected by Yan's affair with Hu Yue. Having barely escaped suspicion, Yan is reminded by the massage girl that his cell phone is vibrating. Yan pretends that he has just noticed, picks up the phone, and then cuts off the line, saying the caller had hung up. Shen Xue naively asks Yan to call the person back, but Yan replies that the number is unfamiliar, and might belong to one of the journalists he is avoiding.
This scene cuts to a night at Yan's home. Yan is looking for the newspaper to take to the bathroom, and finds Shen Xue cleaning his razor on it. Shen picks up the page that Yan is interested in, carefully cleaning it before handing it to him. Praising her for being considerate and family-oriented like his first wife, Yan takes the paper and goes into the bathroom, where he places the paper on the toilet cover, sits down, and calls Hu Yue. He covers his mouth when he whispers to Hu that he had been in meetings all day long and had no time to call her back. Just at this moment, Shen Xue breaks into the bathroom with one of her fingers bleeding. Shen searches the shelves for some bandages, and catches Yan sitting on the top of the toilet with a dumbfounded countenance in the mirror's reflection. "What are you doing there?" she asks.
Yan is startled and stands up. The camera pans Yan from head to foot. Just beside his feet lays his cell phone. "I'm using the toilet." He stumbles, and then, calculatingly turns back to flush the toilet. Yan's witty performance fails to cover his odd behavior. Back in the sitting room, Yan pretends to admit that he made a call to his ex-wife's brother and states that his precaution had been intended to protect Shen. He does not want Shen to mistake his care for his son and first wife as an attempt to rekindle their relationship. Shen says, "I still feel you are not absolutely loyal to me. I don't want to be a fool. I can live well without you. Write me a self-criticism."
From these scenes, we see how Yan manipulates his cell phone to hide his affair with Hu Yue, and how his cell phone puts him in embarrassing situations. He is eventually deserted by both his women and society, when Hu blackmails him with cell phone footage of their affair and replaces him in his job. In the final scene, he refuses to own a cell phone and is actually terrified by the newest model, which has GPS tracking on it. This final scene, strongly ironic, reveals Yan sitting alone in a shabby apartment in a skyscraper in Beijing, holding a global positioning cell phone in hand, and screaming out loud in horror. This reminds its viewers of the Foucauldian all-encompassing, prison-like surveillance system in modern society. What is absent from the film is the silent suffering of Yan's two ex-wives. As Yan still has an apartment in the global city Beijing, Yan's first wife leaves the city to live with their son elsewhere, and we are never told of the whereabouts of Yan's second wife. Modern city space, characterized by commercialization, globalization, and monumentalization, becomes the powerful new father figure, exerting patriarchal powers over modern beings.
In Cell Phone, we see how modern technology deprives place of its significance and reconfigures interpersonal relationships. The products of modern communication technology unwittingly encourage subterfuge and adultery. The virtual space that electronic media creates provides opportunities but also virtualizes and destabilizes conventional familial structures and interpersonal networks. Family, the fundamental unit of social relationships, is a place where one detects the deep roots of traditional Chinese culture and values. It is the site of possible resistance to the homogenizing forces of globalization and modernization. When this locale of groundedness and integrity is shaken, commercialized, and dismantled, subjects are thrown into the outer world, the abstract and commercialized spaces dominated by political, ideological, and capitalist discourses. This will confine the subjects to the market as laborers and consumers, and reduce their individual subjectivities to affiliations to commodities and signs. They will be possessed by secondary manifestations through commodities and services, only capable of temporary genuine emotional release over the Internet. As the modern cityscape comes to be populated by this kind of "shadow subjectivity" -bodies incapable of appropriating dominated spaces (in the real world), and subjectivities without bodies (in the virtual world) -this modern cityscape could be considered a spectral one.
Conclusion
Despite the diversity and plurality in their content and cinematic style, the four films discussed here are all representations of China's urban space in the context of commercialization, urbanization, and globalization. We see how modernization has transformed conventional notions of space and time, moving people from rural places to cities, and reshaping interpersonal relations. The urban space depicted in these films has very complicated characteristics. On the one hand, the space has been "modernized" and decorated with unmistakably modern architectural features and remarkable monuments. On the other hand, the space has shown its monstrous nature by erasing traditional cultures and reconfiguring human relations. Ironically, with the process of China's urbanization, its urban space, as we see in all four of the most popular and influential contemporary Chinese films, becomes virtual and homogeneous. The structures and objects bearing unique historical and cultural legacies (such as in hutong) are disappearing. Those that are remaining or newly constructed are commercialized and chiefly serve economic ends. Traditional substantive interpersonal connections, especially family relationships, are trivialized, traumatized, and commercialized. Modern beings are overwhelmed by a sense of nostalgia and are isolated and objectified by modernity and electronic media. To make the point, urban space as represented in the four films exerts tyrannical powers, determining people's way of life, alienating people from their pasts, and reorienting interpersonal relationships. Those who live in the urban space have to cope with the shifting environment, internalizing and appropriating its futuristic demands with no other choice. These films reflect and criticize the aftermaths of change in urban space and offer alternatives to the grand narrative of the government.
Frederic Jameson has explored the dialectical relations between standardization and differentiation, the two ends of the spectrum of globalization's effects. Globalization, especially global capitalism, has caused local economies to flourish, enabling subjects by exposing them to wider sources of information, and liberating local specificities on a global stage; at the same time, globalization has diminished the specialty of locality, reducing everything to its economic value. The cityscapes represented in the four films are, to a large extent, the result of these dynamic and interlocking effects. The metamorphoses of China's cities are above all governmental decisions made in the context of globalization. To remold China's production mode, spaces are redesigned and reformed first in SEZs and then on a national scale. Economic success and global connection are unfortunately not the only results caused by spatial changes. As we see in the films, in a global economy traditional customs and values become increasingly ghostlike, haunting and revisiting those people who still possess cultural heritage and historical consciousness, and leaving the majority disconnected from the past and tradition.
Depicting conflict between past and present, old and new, local and global, real and imaginary, these filmmakers ask their audiences a question: Do we have to forget who we are and where we come from in order to embrace economic prosperity? A clear message from these films is that we are found by global capitalism (not the other way around) and we are lost in it. The cost is devastating. It results not only in a spiritual void and loss of identity, but also a loss of the soul (as corruption, crime, and prostitution have become serious problems in contemporary China). Certain contemporary Chinese filmmakers have traced the root of the problem and proposed a different space -the assaulted, disappearing, shadowy, and always "in-between" space -in their films to spur contemplation and awareness. Brian Jarvis states that: "Marginalized spaces are always implied and central to any map's significance, they are a clue to the ideology through which space is seen and felt."
32 Although the cityscape represented on screen is fraught with trauma and displacement, and haunted by ghosts of both the past and the future, it has managed to represent a different, resistant space. The marginalized cultural and individual landscapes are captured and empowered on screen by contemporary filmmakers to analyze, contemplate, parody, and subvert the overwhelming utilitarian economic landscape.
